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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC1-BENGALI 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates should answer in their own words and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

 িনmিলিখত য- কােনা চারিট  িবষেয় অয্াসাইনেমn (assignment) pstত কেরা ১৫×৪ = ৬০

১। চযাপেদর ছেt ছেt সমকালীন য জীবনিচt psিটত হেয়েছ তার পিরচয় দাও।
  

২। ীk কীতন কােব র আিব ার, নামকরণ এবং বাংলা সািহেত  এই কােব র grt আেলাচনা কেরা। 
  

৩। িবদ াপিতর আিবভাবকাল িsর কের তাঁেক বাংলা সািহেত  অn িkর যৗিkকতা িবচার কেরা। 
  

৪। মধ যুেগর বাংলা সািহেত  ীৈচতন েদব য pভাব িবsার কেরিছেলন তার পিরচয় দাও। 
  
৫। মহাভারেতর অনুবােদর ধারায় কাশীরাম দােসর মৗিলকt িবচার কেরা।
  
৬। মধ যুেগর সািহত ধারায় আরাকান রাসাঙ রাজসভার সািহত  কী কারেণ মৗিলকেtর দাবী কের ? এই 

রাজসভার pিতিনিধsানীয় dজন কিবর কাব kিত আেলাচনা কেরা। 
 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC2-BENGALI 
Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates should answer in their own words and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

 িনmিলিখত য- কােনা চারিট  িবষেয় অয্াসাইনেমn (assignment) pstত কেরা ১৫×৪ = ৬০

১। উtরাকাে  কিব kিtবাস য pিতবািদনী সীতা চিরt অ ন কেরেছন তার srপ ব াখ া কেরা। 
  

২। উtরাকাে  বীরেযাdা রাবেণর চিরtা েন কিব kিtবােসর kিতt আেলাচনা কেরা।
  
৩। গৗরচিndকা কী ? গৗরা িবষয়ক পদ এবং গৗরচিndকা কী এক ? তামার পাঠ  পদিটর আেলাচনার 

আেলােক তামার বkেব র সারবtা িবচার কেরা। 
  
৪। পূবরাগ ও অনুরাগ শb dিটর তাৎপয িবচার কের তামার পিঠত চি দােসর পদিটর কাব েসৗnয 

িবচার কেরা। 
  
৫। মা ও মেয়র িচরnন সmেকর কথা আগমনী ও িবজয়ার পেদ যভােব রখািয়ত হেয়েছ তা বk 

কেরা। 
  
৬। সংসার পাশবd মানবাtার য কrণ আতনাদ তােকই ‘ভেkর আkিত’ পযােয়র কিবরা যভােব 

শb-অেথ বঁেধেছন তার srপ ব াখ া কেরা। 
 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC1-ENGLISH 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE: OVERVIEW AND USAGE; LITERARY TYPES 

ASSIGNMENT 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

1. Answer any one of the following (700-750 words each) 20×1 = 20 

(a) Give a brief account of the origin, extent and character of the Scandinavian 
influence on the English language. 

 

(b) Bring out the main characteristics of the English language that may strike a 
foreigner. 

 

(c) Briefly describe, with examples, the Latin influence on English language.  

   

2. Answer any one of the following 20×1 = 20 

(a) Identify, define and explain the figures of speech in the following sentences: 

i.  No tear could melt his stony heart. 

ii. Yet oft a sigh prevails, and sorrows fall. 

iii. The prisoner was bound in iron. 

iv. Beware the fury of a patient man. 

v. He delighted in the friendly act of insulting me.  

4×5 = 20 

(b) Scan the following, name the prevailing metre, and indicate variations, if any: 

i.  The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks; 

 The long day wanes. The slow moon climbs: the deep 

 Moans round with many voices. Come, my friends,  

 ‘Tis not too late to seek a newer world. 

 Push off, and sitting well in order smite  

ii.  Why so pale and wan, fond Lover? 

 Prithee why so pale? 

 Will, when looking well can’t move her, 

 Looking ill prevail? 

 Prithee why so pale? 

10+10 = 20 
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3. Answer any one of  the following (700-750 words each) 20×1 = 20 

(a) Compare and contrast the comedy of manners and the comedy of humours.  

(b) Discuss Aristotle’s notion of tragedy and its components.  

(c) Write a short essay on the origin and development of sonnet as a form of lyric.  

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020 

CC2-ENGLISH 

EUROPEAN CLASSICAL LITERATURE 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 

 Answer any three of the following questions (700-750 words) 20×3 = 60 

1. Briefly explain Sophoclean irony and its contribution to tragic drama with 

reference to Oedipus the King. 

 

   

2. Assess Clytemnestra‟s contribution to the tragic atmosphere of Aeschylus‟s 

Agamemnon. 

 

   

3. How far does Aeschylus‟s Agamemnon exhibit the salient features of chorus in 

Greek drama? 

 

   

4. “The tragedy of Oedipus lies in his knowledge of the guilt rather than the guilt 

itself”. Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer. 

 

   

5. Explore „guilt and sin‟ as major theme in Aeschylus‟s Agamemnon.  

   

6. Critically examine the character of Creon in Oedipus the King.  

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC1-SANSKRIT 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
 
 

1.  laLÑrHkk’kk;ka nsoukxjhfyI;k =;k.kka lw=k.kka O;k[;k dk;kZ & 10×3 = 30

 gyUR;e~] vkfnjUR;su lgsrk] eq[kukfldkopuks·uqukfld%] ,pks·;ok;ko%] ,f³ij:ie~] 
ÑÙkf)leklkA 

  

2. laLÑrHkk’kk;ka nsoukxjhfyI;k =;k.kka inlk/kua dq#r & 10×3 = 30

 jkek%] jke;ks%] je;k] Hkokfe] vHkor~] Hkfo’;frA  
  

 ——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC2-SANSKRIT 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 
The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 
 

1.  v/kksfyf[krs’kq iz s’kq d;ksfr~ };ks% mÙkja fy[kr & 20×2 = 40

(d) *dkfynkl% izÑrs% dfo%*& mäsjL;k% ;kFkkF;Za izfrikn;rA 

  vFkok 

 jkK% fnyhiL; pkfjf=da oSf”ke~ fopkj;rA  

([k) nq;ksZ/kuL; jkT;”kklui)fre~ vkyksp;rA 

  vFkok 

 *HkkjosjFkZxkSjoe~*& mäs% ;kFkkF;Za izfrikn;rA  

  

2. laLÑrHkk’kk;k nsoukxjhfyI;k p };ks% O;k[;k dk;kZA 10×2 = 20

(d) vFkok ÑrokX}kjs oa”ks·fLeu~ iwoZlwjfHk%। 
e.kkS otzleqRdh.ksZ lw=L;sokfLr es xfr%॥ 

 

  vFkok 

 Kkus ekSua {kek “käkS R;kxs k?kkfoi;Z;%। 

xq.kk% xq.kkuqcfU/kRokÙkL; lizlok bo॥ 

 

   

([k) rFkkfi ftã% l HkofTtxh’k;k ruksfr “kqHkza x.klEink ;”k%। 

leqé;u~ Hkwfreuk;Zlekn~ oja fojks/kks·fi lea egkRefHk%॥ 
  vFkok 

 fØ;klq;qäSuZ̀i pkjp{kq’kks u ouh;k% izHkoks·uqthfofHk%। 

vrksgZfl {kUrqelk/kq lk/kq ok fgra euksgkfj p nqyZHka op%॥ 

 

 ——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC1-EDUCATION 

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION OF EDUCATION  
Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

 GROUP-A  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 500 words) 

20×2 = 40 

1. Define the term Education and Philosophy. Discuss the relationship between 

education and philosophy. 

5+5+10 

   

2. Discuss the characteristics and significance of Child-centric education. 

Mention the functions of school. 

5+5+10 

    

3. What are the schools of Indian Philosophy? Write a note on Samkhya and  

Yoga schools of philosophy is terms of knowledge.   

4+8+8 

   

4. Write a note on Rabindranath Tagore’s educational ideas. 20 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each question will be 300 words) 

10×2 = 20 

5. Write short note on 

(i) Learning to Do 

(ii) Learning to know 

5+5 

   

6. Write short note on Rousseau’s views about 

(i) Women’s Education 

(ii) Negative Education 

5+5 

   

7. Discuss different types of co-curricular activities. 10 

   

8. Write about curriculum and method of teaching according to Pragmatism. 5+5 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC2-EDUCATION 

SOCIOLOGICAL FOUNDATION OF EDUCATION  

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 GROUP-A  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 500 words) 

20×2 = 40 

1. Explain the concept of Educational Sociology and Sociology of Education. Write 

a note on scope of Educational Sociology. 

5+5+10 

   

2. Define culture. What is cultural lag? Write a note on role of education in cultural 

development. 

4+4+12 

   

3. What is socialisation? Explain the process of socialisation. Write the role of 

family in this context.  

4+8+8 

   

4. Define social change. Explain the factors of social change. Write down the role of 

education in this context. 

4+8+8 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each question will be 300 words) 

10×2 = 20 

5. Discuss the relation between education and sociology. 10 

   

6. Write the role of education in nation building. 10 

   

7. Define social stratification. Discuss its characteristics.  4+6 

   

8. Distinguish between Primary and Secondary Groups. 10 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC1-HISTORY 

HISTORY OF INDIA-I 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 

 Answer any three of the following questions within 1000 words preferably  20×3 = 60 

1. Describe the importance of sources for the reconstruction of Ancient Indian 

History. 

20 

   

2. Discuss the features of Mesolithic Cultures in Indian Subcontinent with special 

reference to Rock Art. 

20 

   

3. Discuss the important features of Neolithic Culture. 20 

   

4. Write a note on the town planning of the Harappan People. 20 

   

5. Critically discuss the Aryan Debate. 20 

   

6. Write a note on the Socioeconomic condition of India during Vedic Period. 20 

 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC2-HISTORY 

SOCIAL FORMATIONS AND CULTURAL PATTERNS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD 

Time Allotted: 2  Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 Answer any three of the following questions  

Answers should not exceed 1000 word 

 

20×3 = 60 

1. Discuss the biological changes in hominid during the different stages of their 

evolution. 

20 

   

2. What according to you brought about a transformation in the human adaptive 

strategy from hunting-gathering to food production? 

20 

   

3. Examine the main changes in the Bronze Age in the realm of society, religion and 

state structure with reference to any one of the following: 

20 

(a) Mesopotamia upto Akkadian Empire   

(b) Egypt (Old Kingdom)  

(c) China (Shang)  

(d) Eastern Mediterranean (Misoan)  

   

4. Discuss the chief features of slavery in Ancient Greece. 20 

   

5. Discuss the system of oligarchy in Sparta. 20 

   

6. Examine the experiment with democracy in the polis of Athens. Was it a contest 

for power between the peasants and the aristocracy?  

14+6 = 20 

 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC1-PHILOSOPHY 

INDIAN PHILOSOPHY-I 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 

 Prepare Assignments on any three of the following within 800 words 20×3 = 60 

1. “Indian Philosophy is Pessimistic” — Discuss. 20 

   

2. Explain the Doctrine of Dependent Origination after Buddhism. 20 

   

3. Write a brief note on Carvaka’s epistemology. 20 

   

4. Explain the theory of Anekantavada after Jaina Philosophy. 20 

   

5. Explain the nature of perception after Nyaya Philosophy. 20 

   

6. Explain Sankara’s concept of Maya critically. 20 

   

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC2-PHILOSOPHY 

LOGIC-I 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

Assignment 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

 Prepare Assignments on any three of the following within 800 words 20×3 =60 

1. Explain with examples the existential import of A, E, I and O proposition. 20 

   

2.  (a) Determine the validity or invalidity of the following arguments with the help of 

Venn diagram: 

(i) OAO-4
th

 figure 

(ii) Some reformers are fanatics, so some idealists are fanatics, since all 

reformers are idealists. 

5×2 = 10 

(b) Explain the fallacy of undistributed middle and fallacy of illicit minor with 

examples. 

10 

   

3.  (a) Make a distinction between mediate and immediate inference. 10 

(b) Explain the traditional square of opposition with example. 10 

   

4. Use truth table to determine the following statement forms as tautology, self-

contradictory or contingent: 

(i) )().( rqqp   

(ii) )~().( pqqp   

(iii) )]~([ qqpp   

(iv) )]([ BAAA   

(v) )(~)~( NMNM   

4×5 = 20 
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5. Construct formal proof of validity of the following: 

(i) BA  

 )( DCVA   

 DB ~  

(ii) BC ~  

 CA  

 C~  

 AB ~  

(iii) )()( KLMN   

 L~  

 N~  

(iv) A~  

 BA  

5×4 = 20 

   

6. Explain the different criteria for the appraisal of analogical argument with 

examples. 

20 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020 

CC1-POLITICAL SCIENCE 

UNDERSTANDING POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 Attempt all the questions 

Maximum word limit – 1200 words/question 

Assignments should be hand written 

 

1. Make a comparative analysis of the Monistic and Pluralistic Theories of 

Sovereignty. 

30 

   

2. Compare and contrast the Social Contract theories of Hobbes, Locke and 

Rousseau. 

30 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2020  

CC2-POLITICAL SCIENCE 

PERSPECTIVE ON PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 Attempt all the questions 

Maximum word limit – 1200 words/question 

Assignments should be hand written 

 

1. Discuss the evolution of Public Administration with reference to the 

contributions of Minnowbrook-I and Minnowbrook-II conferences. 

30 

   

2. Critically analyse the Human Relations Theory with special reference to the 

contributions of Elton Mayo. 

30 

 
——×—— 

 

 


